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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Bill Wilson

Szervusz! Reméljük, hogy jó volt a nyár! Hope all of you enjoyed your summer. Up
here in the Pacific Northwest we’ve enjoyed ours as well, all two days of it. The stamp show in
Columbus, Ohio will be here before you know it and I’m hoping we’ll have a good turnout in order
to conduct our annual Board Meeting. As you know the minutes of the meeting are shared with all of
our members in the next issue of The News. We have an excellent Staff of Officers and Board
members and I’m encouraged by their enthusiasm and the new ideas they are sharing with the
Society. Computerization will continue to increase and I wish that everyone had one so we could
send you new events and news relative to Hungarian philately. We also have discussed sending
out renewal noticed on-line but I think we’ll have to wait for that one a bit more. If you’re interested
in sharing pictures of your collection or the one item you prize the most you might consider sending
our editor a picture of the item. We can make it anonymous but have a detailed explanation of why
it’s your best item in your collection. Also, don’t forget, this organization is for you and if you’re
looking for something or would like to write an article please don’t hesitate to get involved. Thank
you all for your support of the Society for Hungarian Philately.
That about wraps it up for now. As always, “Keep bélyegezni!”


In Memoriam - DAVID MILES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

The June 2011 issue of the Stamps of Hungary published eulogies for David Miles written
by David Williams and Peter Griffiths. David Miles was very active in the Hungarian Philatelic
Society of Great Britain, serving as its president and holding several other positions. He was also a
member of our Society. He specialized in collecting Hungarian overprints, especially from the 19181921 ‘occupations’ era. He published his studies in The Reference Book of Overprints on
Hungarian Stamps. He felt very strongly about the injustice perpetrated on Hungary by the Trianon
Treaty. I was deeply saddened by the report that David had passed away. The published tributes
cannot do justice to the depth of David’s devotion to Hungarian philately. Given that he was not a
native Hungarian, his feelings for Hungary far exceeded those of Hungarians that I have known.
David and I corresponded over the years. His contributions to both of our societies’ journals were
always appreciated and meaningful. The one topic not mentioned that David and I had in common
was the philately of the 1956 revolution. He oftentimes bemoaned the fact that it was had to find
such items. Still, he shared his discoveries with me and I tried to do the same for him. My 1956related material is about to outgrow its 5-inch thick binder, in part thanks to David. I will miss him!


200th ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF FERENC LISZT
Serbia issued a
stamp to honor the
famous Hungarian
pianist
and
composed on the
occasion of the
bicentennial of his
birth. The picture
on the right shows
the house where he
was born in the town of Doborján (now Raiding in
Burgenland, Austria.)
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POSTSCRIPT to “OBLITERATIONS . . . (Part 6).”
A Note on Slovak-Hungarian Bilingual Cancels
by Alan Soble

In Part 6 of my long essay “Obliterations and Their Absence,” 1 I reported the research of
László Filep on Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancellers that were employed in post offices in the
Slovakian section of Czechoslovakia between 1920 and 1938. His essay was translated from
Hungarian and published in The News of Hungarian Philately in 1995.2 I do not know where and
when the original Hungarian essay was published, although if the matter turns out to be especially
important, we could probably find out. Another essay on exactly the same topic, by Zoltán Palotás,
was also translated and then published in Stamps of Hungary in 1987.3 Again, I do not know the
provenance of this essay, although we could probably find out with the assistance of some EnglishHungarian bilingual philatelists who are members of the societies that publish these two journals.
The chronological concession to be made now is that even though the Palotás article was published in
English before the Filep article was published in English, by eight years, we cannot (yet) conclude
that Palotás wrote and published his essay in Hungarian before Filep wrote and published his essay. I
believe it is likely, however, that Palotás did his work first; I will explain why soon.
I was provoked to write this “Postscript,” despite the fact that Part 6 was subtitled “[my] Final
Words” on these topics, because I discerned, not long after finishing Part 6, discrepancies between the
information about Slovak-Hungarian bilingual cancellers provided by Palotás and that provided by
Filep. Here I reveal and then attempt to resolve or reconcile these discrepancies.
In his article, Palotás lists about 25 towns in Slovakia that at some time between the two wars
used bilingual cancellers. Filep’s list, by contrast, contains around 40 towns. Why this difference?
The answer probably lies in their differing methodologies. Filep assembled his list by going through
Monographie XVII, “Československá Poštovní Razítka 1919-1939” (published in Prague in 1988)4.
Palotás relied on his personal “collection . . . of early cancellations of the ČSP,” and concedes that
probably more bilingual town cancels exist. He relied on the specimens in his collection (which is
what I did throughout much of the “Obliterations” series) because at the time he wrote his essay “no
authentic publication on the subject” had been issued and “the announced cancellation catalogue of
Slovakia [had] not yet appeared.” Filep’s reliance on a 1988 reference treatise that was not yet
available to Palotás, whose essay appeared in English in 1987 (and hence even earlier, in Hungarian,
than Filep’s reference source was published), explains why Filep’s list of bilingual town cancellations
is longer than Palotás’s (40 vs. 25). Of course an authoritative monograph can be expected to be
more complete and comprehensive than a list put together from one’s personal collection. Still,
Palotás did rather well, apparently accumulating 25 out of 40 town cancels. (I’ve managed to gather
only three out of the Filep 40.) As we shall see, Palotás did even better than 25/40.
This “Postscript” would be much ado about nothing if this were the only discrepancy between
Filep’s list and Palotás’s. There is, however, a much more interesting and problematic difference:
Palotás, on the basis of what he had collected, included on his list (but not knowing exactly what he
had uncovered) at least five Slovakian towns that employed Slovak-Hungarian cancellers and which
are not on Filep’s authoritative list. Filep claims in his article that he has provided a “complete
listing,” but missing from his accounting are the following towns – the “Palotás 5” (the Slovakian
name precedes the Hungarian name): Baloň / Balony; Dvory nad Žitavou / Udvard; Kert [Strekov] /
Kürt; Laksakálaš [Sokolce] / Lakszakállas; and Moča / Mocsa [Dunamocs].
One possible explanation for the fact that the Palotás 5 are missing from Filep’s list of 40 is
that Filep’s source, Monographie XVII, is wrong. Reference books are sometimes wrong. (I read
somewhere – a reference book? – that Wikipedia exceeds the Encyclopaedia Britannica in errors by
about 30%.) So, in the face of Palotás’s empirical evidence, we might conclude that the monograph,
which is not the word of the God of Philately, needs to be revised. Another possibility is that
Monographie XVII contains the Palotás 5 but Filep, for various reasons, overlooked them while
combing through the volume for towns having bilingual cancellers.
It is noteworthy, and partially confirms the work that Filep did, that the demographics of
Palotás 5 match the features of the Filep 40. All five additional towns are small, ethnically mostly
Hungarian, and are located in the corridor between Esztergom and Bratislava. It is also noteworthy,
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but hardly as much, that since the publication of Part 6 I have found, and this time acquired, SlovakHungarian bilingual #7 (see Figure 1).5

Figure 1. A light red Czechoslovakia Scott 204 (issued 4 May 1935). This Slovak-Hungarian
bilingual cancel (Veľky Mager / Nagy Magyar) was found in an awesomely unremarkable lot of 63 common
pre-WW2 Czechoslovakian stamps. (1/63 = 0.016.) I am learning, about Slovakia, Romania, and Yugoslavia,
to examine especially the cheap lots that nearly no one wants and which go for peanuts, thereby obtaining
Hungarian surviving cancels from dealers of world-wide stamps who know not what they sell.

NOTES
1.
Alan Soble, “Obliterations and Their Absence (Part 6): Final Words, with Special Reference
to ‘The Slovakia Question’,” The News of Hungarian Philately 42:2 (April-June, 2011), pp. 14-37.
2.
László Filep, “Hungarian-Slovak Bilingual Cancellations,” The News of Hungarian
Philately 26:4 (October-December, 1995), pp. 3-5.
3.
Zoltán Palotás, “Bilingual Postal Cancellations in Southern Slovakia 1920-1938.” Stamps of
Hungary, no. 89 (June 1987), pp. 12-18.
4.
In an email message, Filep sent the name (and image) of the reference work he used to Csaba
Kohalmi, who in turn sent me an email message about Filep’s source.
5.
Many thanks to Csaba Kohalmi for important help in preparing this article.


THE POSTAL USAGE OF THE 1945 LOCALY ISSUED STAMPS OF NAGYVÁRAD
by Gábor Voloncs
/This article originally appeared in the Szabolcsi Bélyegújság. Translated by Csaba L. Kohalmi./

My analysis of the local stamps overprinted and issued in 1945 in Nagyvárad appeared in
the1988/2 issue of the Philatelica magazine. I concluded my article with the statement “The postal
usage, the postal tariff structure, the post offices utilizing these stamps and their canceling devices
could be the topic of follow-up article.” Twenty-two years have passed since the publication of the
original article. In that time, I accumulated a significant amount of material and data. The late Péter
Néma, who lived in Switzerland and who was a great fan and expert of collecting the 1945 postal
issues of Northern Transylvania, enthusiastically supported my research. Because of his help as well
as inputs from many prominent philatelists, I was able to establish this significant data base. I owe a
special debt of gratitude to Dr. Ferenc Nagy (Vienna), the late Gábor Rátai, the late Dr. Pál Szilágyi
(USA), the late Jenő Frieder (Braşov), and the late Dr. Gábor Bernáth who provided me with
examples from their collections to examine. I would also like to thank the other individuals who
contributed copies of one or two pieces and thus helped to complement the material available for my
research. The data base is also filled with auction material that I acquired over a span of several
decades. Unfortunately, many large holdings of these stamps were dispersed worldwide over twenty
years ago. I was lucky to receive a few color photocopies from these holdings. Mostly, I possess
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only black and white reproductions. Nevertheless, all of these small bits of data allowed me to do
some statistical analysis. The source material for this article consists of 179 postally used mailings,
more than 60 cancelled stamps, and countless philatelic covers as well as fake, “manufactured”
mailings created to defraud collectors.
The events of the war at the end of 1944 in Nagyvárad and the postal directorate’s district
On 9 October 1944, the forces of the 2nd Ukrainian Front initiated an attack to capture the
area between Nagyvárad and Debrecen. By midnight on October 12th, Nagyvárad was captured after
heavy street fighting. By October 23rd, virtually the entire area comprising the Nagyvárad Postal
Directorate that incorporated over 200 post offices was under their control. On 25 October 1944,
under the aegis of the Allied Control Commission, a temporary Soviet military administration was
instituted in Northern Transylvania and Székely-land. The primary duties of the military
administration were to organize the burial of deceased people and dead animals as soon as the
military activity had passed. It also included the collection of military ordnance, the repair of roads
and railways, and the restoration of postal and telegraph communications.
The restart of the Nagyvárad Postal Administration and the issuance of the postage stamps
As the military front was approaching, Hungarian postal officials provided three months’
worth of salary to all public officials, including postal personnel. This pay did not last long. Since
the postal service did not function, the operation of public offices was paralyzed. In January of 1945
the decision was made to re-organize and restart the postal traffic. All of these actions were
undertaken using accepted, customary Hungarian rules and legal procedures.
The Bihar County Financial Committee, acting under the authority of the Interim Hungarian
Government seated in Debrecen, issued its first directive authorizing the Nagyvárad Postal Director to
overprint a stock of available Hungarian stamps with higher denomination. The appointed head of
the Postal Directorate at this time was Sándor Pap. (According to the information gathered from the
1944 Postal Service Calendar, Pap was an administrator of the postal personnel’s social and
organization committee for the Nagyvárad Postal Directorate.) Sándor Pap appointed postal inspector
Lajos Kiss to oversee the production of the overprinting. Earlier, in 1919, Kiss was involved with
others in the overprinting of the Nagyvárad stamps; so he had previous experience in such matters.
His appointment can be found a Hungarian-language document bearing a letterhead showing the
Hungarian coat-of-arms topped with the Holy Crown.
Hungarian royal (“kir.” overtyped with x’s and “Állami” inserted) State Postal
Directorate, Nagyvárad, 1945 January 25th. Number 145-/1945.
To the esteemed Mr. Lajos Kiss, postal inspector
Nagyvárad
I assign you to oversee the overprinting of postage stamps with new denominations at
the Grafika printing establishment.
Your task shall be to inspect the printing work to prevent any kind of disadvantage from
happening to the detriment of the post office. I expect you to serve the interests of the postal
service by fulfilling your trust in good conscience.
I am summoning you to the Nagyvárad 1 post’s head pay office at 8 in the morning of 25
January of this year where upon you will receive further instructions.
Head of the directorate
Pap Sándor, Councilor of the Post (signed in his own hand and annotated with a rubber
stamp).

Series of overprinted stamps
intended for regular postal usage.
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The following series of stamps were overprinted with higher face values: 15 values of the
Military Leaders set issued in 1943, five values of the 1944 Famous Women set, the 1944 30f St.
Margaret stamps, and eight values from the 2nd series Brown Postage Due. The overprints were
officially issued on 28 January, and a set of 22 stamps was available for purchase at a cost of 486.30
pengős. Buyers purchasing five sets could also purchase a set of postage dues stamps at face value
(28 pengős). The overprinted set included high denominations that were not required by the postal
rates in effect at the time. It was not a well kept secret that the purpose of issuing the high
denominations was to increase the income of the post office by selling these stamps to collectors.
The income derived from the sale of the stamps was intended to solve the problem of paying the
salaries of the postal employees. After the initial sale of the stamps and the distribution of the
remainders to the various post offices, the need to issue another new series became evident.
The officials of the Directorate decided to issue a series of stamps with original designs.
Ödön Mikes (Münich) (1878-1949, born and died in Nagyvárad) was tasked to prepare the designs.
Mikes received his diploma from the Academy of Fine Arts in Budapest and continued his studies in
Münnich, Germany. He retuned to Nagybánya for a few years and then resettled in Nagyvárad,
where he tried to make a living as a painter. His still life paintings were well received in exhibitions
and he achieved acclamations. In 1899 he went on an extended journey through Münnich, Florence,
Rome, and Venice. He returned to Nagyvárad in 1906 and became a graphics instructor at the college
there. One of his designs was the main altar of the Premontre Catholic Church in Nagyvárad (in
1936). Lajos Kiss remembered Ödön Mikes in 1945 as such:
Mikes was the industrial school’s instructor in addition to being a painter and an artisan.
He was an old and sickly man at that time. After he submitted his stamp designs, he
received his commission and that the extent of his involvement.

The three different designs for the
2nd series of Nagyvárad stamps.

Mikes prepared three different designs for the second series. Thus, only three printing stones
needed to be prepared by the print shop. The stylized sheaves-of-wheat design was used for the 10,
20, 30, 40, and 50 fillér values. The cluster of grapes designs was used for the 60, 70, and 80f as well
as the 1P and 1,50P values. The design featuring a spade and an ear of corn supplanted by a postal
horn was used on the 2, 3, 5, 10, and 20 pengő stamps. The text on the left side of each design
reading upwards is DIRECTIUNEA POSTELOR ORADEA; while on the right side the text, reading
downwards, is NAGYVÁRADI POSTAIGAZGATÓSÁG. Each denomination of the series was printed
in two separate operations in different colors, some on colored paper, using lithography. The
denominations were printed separately in the second operation. The stamps were produced in 1,200
perforated and 1,200 imperforate sets. Several thousand extra copies of the fillér-denominations and
the 1, 2, and 3 pengő-denominations were produced for postal use. The perforated stamps were line
perforated measuring 10 1/2. Sometimes, the stamps along the sheet margins did not receive
perforations, but these partially imperforate examples are rare. The printing resulted in many small
variations. The most noticeable of these is on the cluster of grapes design. Under the elliptical space
for the denomination, there is a small void slightly to the left of center. This printing variety can be
found in sheet positions 1, 4, 7, 21, 24, 41, 44, and 47. A more prominent printing error can be found
on the sheaves of wheat design in sheet position 41. There is a large void underneath the oval space,
again slightly to the left of center. Variations in the numerals of value also exist. for example, the top
portion of the ‘0’ on the 30f stamps is open in sheet positions 2 and 54. These varieties are illustrated
on the next page.
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Clusters of grapes design
stamp showing the extra void
under the oval space

Sheaves of wheat design stamp
showing the extra void under the
oval space

Broken ‘0’ in the denomination

Postal Director Sándor Pap again tasked Lajos Kiss in writing with the oversight for the
preparation of the new postage stamps.
State Postal Directorate, Nagyvárad, 1945 February 7th. Number 293/1945.
Subject: Introduction of new postage stamps
To the esteemed Mr. Lajor Kiss, postal inspector
Nagyvárad
I assign you to oversee the production of new postage stamps contracted by the “Pallas”
lithography studio.
Your task shall be to vigorously inspect the preparations and the printing to prevent any
kind of disadvantage from happening to the detriment of the post office. I am cautioning
you that the authorization involves great responsibility and I expect you to conduct yourself
with exactitude indicative of a conscientious postal servant.
I am summoning you to Room no. 36 on the first floor of the Nagyvárad Postal
directorate at 8 in the morning of the 9th day of the current month where upon you will
receive further instructions.
Head of the directorate
Pap Sándor, Councilor of the Post (signed in his own hand and annotated with a rubber
stamp).
In addition to printing the new postage stamps, an unknown quantity of 12f and 18f postal
cards were overprinted with and oval rubber stamp using violet ink. The text in the oval included the
words *LEVELEZŐLAP* on top and CARTE POSTALE on the bottom. The new denomination
60 fillér appeared in the middle. These postal cards were used for only short time because the postal
tariff was revised upwards to charge 1 pengő uniformly for letters and postcards.
Postal tariffs in the Nagyvárad Postal District in 1945
Official documentation of any new postal rate structure has not been found. Several decades
ago when only a few postal mailings were known, there were multiple theories. Some tried to assign
a percentage of increase for the new tariffs. From experience, we now know that it was not that
complicated. The registry fee was eventually determined from a registered letter sent by the former
M. KIR. (crossed out in ink) ÁLLAMI ÉRCBÁNYÁSZAT NAGYBÁNYAI BÁNYAIGAZGATÓSÁG. The envelope was franked with a 2P/10f Nagyvárad overprint cancelled at the
Nagybánya post office. We know that the gold mining company was state owned and enjoyed free
franking privileges. In the case of registered mailings, however, the company was obligated to pay
the registry fee. Therefore, the 2 pengő franking represented the registry fee.
Based on our knowledge up till now, the following postal tariffs were in effect:
 Printed matter (per 20gm?): 10 fillér
 Postcards (early period through the middle of February): Hungarian postal rates of 12f for local,
18f for distance plus a surcharge of 60 fillér
 Postcards (after the middle of February): Hungarian postal rates plus a surcharge of 1 pengő
 Letters: Hungarian postal rate of 30f plus a surcharge of 1 pengő
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 Registry fee: 2 pengő
Other postal services associated with mailing letters or cards were not available since many
post offices had only a small stock of stamps or were missing needed denominations. We have
encountered many examples of short-paid postage or postage paid with a single 1P stamp. As the use
of the postal service increased and there was not an ample supply of stamps, the directorate
authorized the use of cash payment and issued rubbers stamps to be used. A red inkpad was used to
indicate such payment. The assessment of postage due or the use of postage due stamps from this era
is unknown. Postage due stamps are sometimes mixed in on philatelically inspired fabrications;
however, these did not see actual postal use. Since the small quantity of postage due stamps was
originally overprinted to increase revenue sales, none were ever actually supplied to the post offices.
Collectors who took advantage of buying set of postage due overprints after having bought five sets
of 22 regular stamps, may have put postage due stamps on philatelic creations. Arrival cancelled
postage due stamps based on missing franking on letters are outright forgeries.

Faked usage of a 2P postage due stamp
on a postal card cutout.

Functioning post offices in the Nagyvárad Postal Directorate
After the end of the heavy fighting, the priority of the occupying army was to restore
transportation and communication that which included a functioning postal service. Of the
Nagyvárad postal district’s over 200 post offices, the ones that were located on or near main railway
lines were the first to resume operation. Based on examining the available, documented mailings, we
can determined that the following 14 offices were functioning: the three offices of Nagyvárad, Élesd
(?), Érmihályfalva, Érsemjén, Fugyivásárhely, Margitta, Mezőtelegd, Nagybánya, Nagykároly,
Nagyszalonta, Szatmárnémeti, and Székelyhíd. These offices are known to have used the stamps
shown in the following table for ordinary postings by the general public.
Post Office
Nagyvárad 1

Nagyvárad 2
Nagyvárad 3
Élesd (?)

Érmihályfalva
Érsemjén
Fugyivásárhely
Margitta
Mezőtelegd

Overprinted Stamps
60f/6f, 60f/8f
1P/4f, 1P/5f, 1P/18f, 1P/30f St. Margaret, 2P/10f, 3P/20f,
3P/30f, 3P/30f St. Margaret, 3P/30 Famous Women
1P1f, 1P/30f St. Margaret, 3P/30f St. Margaret
1P/4f, 1P/18f, 3P20f Military Leaders, 3P/30f Famous
Women
1P/5f, 2P/10f, 3P/30f Military Leaders
(Note: Actual use is not verified. It is possible that the
CDS was acquired by an individual who backdated the
cancellations.)
Paid in Cash usage only
Only Hungarian stamps are known to have been used

New Design Stamps
10f, 20f, 30f, 50f, 60f
1P, 1,50P, 2P, 3P
30f, 1P, 3P
10f, 20f, 30f, 50f, 1P, 3P

1P
1P/4f
1P/18f
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Nagybánya
Nagykároly
Nagyszalonta
Szatmárnémeti
Székelyhíd

1P/18f, 2P/10f, 3P30f Military Leaders
Paid in Cash usage only
1P/1f. 1P/18f, 2P/20f, 3P/30f Military Leaders
1P/18f

10f, 20f, 30f, 50f
1P

Please note that higher face value stamps can be found on contemporary philatelic mailings
that were properly cancelled. The Nagyvárad 1 post office, where the stamps were sold to collectors,
favor cancelled these pieces with the various control letter Nagyvárad 1 CDSs. Most of the postally
used, philatelic mailings are significantly overfranked. The biggest part of the postal traffic went to
the eastern part of Hungary and, later, to the ever-expanding Soviet occupation zone as far as
Budapest. Mail addressed to Rumania went by way of Kolozsvár/Cluj where the Rumanian post
office had already established service. Ferenc Konrád, a stamp dealer residing in Nagyvárad, is
known to have sent registered letters to Sweden and New Zealand franked with Nagyvárad stamps.
Such foreign mail was censored by Soviet military officials as well as the Rumanian censor office in
Bucharest. It is possible that mail from Konrád to other countries may eventually turn up.
The handling of mail at the functioning post offices
The knowledge of how different offices applied markings and cancellations is important to
know when examining ordinary mailings. This is vital in today’s world where counterfeit
fabrications are turning up regularly in auctions and find buyers who spend significant sums.
The post offices that handled commercial mail will, in turn, be analyzed as to how they
processed the letters. At the same time, I will illustrate faked cancellation on counterfeit items
associated with these offices.
The NAGYVÁRAD 1-2-3 Post Office cancellers used to process mail
The No. 1 post office operated out of the building housing the Postal Directorate. It was the
place where most of the mail originated. A significant portion of this mail was cancelled with the ‘M’
and ‘C’ control letter CDSs. The following observations apply to the various control letter CDSs.
NAGYVÁRAD A 1 A

Both the Nagyvárad A 1 A receiving cancellation and the Budapest I 70 I arrival cancellation are fake.

According to our observations, the A 1 A canceller was not used during this period. The
above illustration is from an envelope sent to the Magyar Általános Hitelbank, Budapest, József
Nádor Square. It was franked with five 10f Military Leaders stamps plus the 50f Nagyvárad stamp
from the second issue. The date on the Nagyvárad cancels shows 45 III 26 while the arrival CDS is
dated 45 IV. -2. Both cancellations are forged.
NAGYVÁRAD B 1 B
This canceller was not used during this period. It is known on favor cancelled postage due
stamps dated 45. II. -2 18.
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NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C

Genuine registered letter franked with stamps from both series.

The “C” canceller is known on many commercial mailings. Generously Overfranked
philatelic letters were also cancelled using this device. Most likely, the window clerk used this CDS
since it was applied to a significant portion of the registered mail.

Genuine NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C
cancellation from 1945

Counterfeit NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C
cancellation

NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C cancellations
from 1940 and 1943.

In the past ten years, more and more covers with the fake C 1 C cancellation have been sold
for premium prices by various auction houses. A common characteristic of these covers is that they
were franked with one or more copies of genuine overprinted 2P/10f Military Leaders stamps. These
covers also bear a faked arrival cancellation on the reverse side.
Characteristics of the forged NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C cancellation: the forged canceller was
modeled on the C 1 C device introduced when Northern Transylvania returned to Hungary in 1940.
The date and time of day (45 III. 8. 17) was added separately. All faked covers were cancelled with
this device. The forged arrival cancellation was based on the estimated transit time needed to arrive
at the address added to the cover. Two forged arrival CDSs are shown on the next page.
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Forged arrival cancels from Válaszut and Debrecen Ha 2 Ha.
The post office of Válaszut was not function during this time.

The characteristics of the genuine NAGYVÁRAD C 1 C cancellation: the cancelling device
suffered minor damage in several areas sometime in 1943. The line under the crown and to the right
of it and the line under the date from approximately the center just past the inner circle are missing.
All mail accepted for forwarding in 1945 was cancelled with this device.
NAGYVÁRAD H 1 H
Earlier, the device with the control letter ‘H’ was used to cancel stamps attached to parcel
post letters of transit. In 1942, the device was slightly damaged. A curved indentation resulted above
the letter ‘D’ of ‘NAGYVÁRAD.’ In 1945, this device was used to favor cancel philatelic covers,
bearing mostly full sets of the perforated and imperforate stamps from the 2nd series. Genuine,
postally used covers bearing this cancellation are not known.

Left: H 1 H canceller used in 1942 on a cutout from a parcel post letter
of transit; middle: used to fake an arrival cancellation on a postage due
stamp; right: contemporary usage as a favor cancellation.

This canceller was also faked. Attempts to replicate the characteristic indentation resulted in
an entirely different appearance. The numbers also deviate from the original. The vertical stroke of
the 1s on the fake cancel is always thinner than on the original, and the letter ‘H’ also look different.
The color of the cancellation is grayish-black as opposed to the genuine dark black
NAGYVÁRAD M 1 M
The main post offices M 1 M cancellation is the most common from this period. In all
likelihood, this was the device used primarily to cancel letters and postcards collected from letter
collection boxes. My assumption was based on the fact that during my fact gathering, I have not seen
any registered mail cancelled with this device. This cancellation was also forged.
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Left: entire forged cover with faked
Nagyvárad M 1 M cancel and (top)
forged Kötegyán arrival cancellation.

Left: Enlarged detail of the fake cancellation from the forged cover. Right: Genuine M 1 M cancellation.

Characteristics of the forged M 1 M canceller: the cancel on the illustrated forged cover was made
with a metal die reproduction. The lines of the circles and the letters appear thicker than on the
original and the impression made is grainy. The details of the crown are blurry and smudged. The
shape of the numbers in ‘45’ deviates from the original; the vertical lines in ‘II’ for the month are
spaced closer together; and the shape of the ‘1’ in the time of day is radically different than on the
original CDS. In addition, the impressions for ‘CENZURAT/8’ and the text of the Gyula courier post
were also made with a metal device instead of the original rubber stamps. The Kötegyán arrival CDS
was similarly struck with a reproduction metal die. The only thing genuine about this cover is the
2P/10f overprinted Nagyvárad stamp. This creation mirrors the attempts made by the forger of the C
1 C cover in the incorrect usage of the 2P/10f stamp.
NAGYVÁRAD R 1 R
I am aware of only one example of this cancellation
from a local letter. The cover was franked with a 1P/18f
stamp cancelled Nagyvárad R 1 R, 45. II. -4. 19. Ironically,
the same R 1 R canceller appears on the reverse side with the
date 4.5 II. -5. 19. Most likely, this piece was favor cancelled.
Actual postally used covers have not turned up as yet.
NAGYVÁRAD S 1 S
Interestingly enough, this CDS was used to cancel
registered official postal mail and ordinary letters. It was also
used to favor cancel philatelic covers. No forged version of
this device is known.
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Registered official post card cancelled Nagyvárad S 1 S, 45. I. 24. 14.

The temporary use of modified Hungarian cancellers following the transition to Rumanian
postal administration.

Above: Letter sent to Debrecen. Top right: Modified Hungarian canceller
with town name, control letters and post office number removed as well as
the crown obliterated. Bottom right: OF. P.T.T. ORADEA office cancel
with the Rumanian coat-of-arms.

The Rumanian Post assumed full control of the Nagyvárad Postal Directorate on 9 April
1945. In the initial period, Rumanian-text ORADEA cancellers were not yet available, so the
authorities created a single circle device from a Hungarian canceller by removing the crown and all
text. The date in the horizontal panel remained in the Hungarian convention. Letters cancelled with
this CDS always received the OF. P.T.T. ORADEA (star under the text, Rumanian crest in the center
circle) official stamp struck from a metal die. This form of processing mail can be found only on
registered letters. The registry etiquette was imitated with hand drawn box with ‘Rec’ and a serial
number inscribed in black ink. Most likely, the modified canceller was used for a short period on
time, maybe a couple of weeks.
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Registered postal card sent to Budapest cancelled with an interim ORADEA 1. rubber stamp.

The Rumanian postal authorities first introduced temporary rubber stamps with Rumanian
text. The Rumanian-issue postal card shown above was used on the third day of the new
administration. It was sent from the Oradea 3 post office, and the additional registration fee was paid
in Rumanian stamps. The card received the transit cancellation from the Oradea 1 post office before
being sent on to Budapest.
NAGYVÁRAD E 2 E
I am aware of one example of the No. 2 post
office’s ‘E’ canceller on a picture postcard mailed on 3
February 1945 bearing an 18f Military Leaders stamps as
well as a 1P/1f overprinted stamp. The second example,
illustrated on the left, is on a Rumanian postcard used on
11 April 1945.
NAGYVÁRAD G 2 G
Only one example of the ‘G’ cancel is known on a
letter addressed to Abony bearing 1P+30f stamps from the
2nd issue. The date on this is 22 March 1945.
NAGYVÁRAD J 2 J
There are very few known postings from the No. 2 post office since
its customer traffic must have been light. The 3P stamp shown on the
left is from the 2nd issue and was cancelled in 19 March 1945. Note
that all registered mail cancelled with the ‘J’ device will always have a
mute registry etiquette bearing a ‘Nagyvárad 2’ rubber stamp.
NAGYVÁRAD A 3 A
Only one cancelling device was in use at the No. 3 post office.
Relatively speaking, this office processed a lot of mail. My data base
shows a list of 38 pieces. It is worthwhile to note that this device was
created by modifying a CDS from another post office.
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Presumably, the original canceller from the No. 3 post office was lost because of the post-war
turmoil. Hypothetically, the most likely candidate device was the A 6 A office canceller that was
modified, although this is not known for sure. I am not aware of any forged covers created by using
this cancellation.

Probably a unique cover: 2nd weight class registered letter from the Nagyvárad 3 post office
sent to Budapest on 15 March 1945.

A cover was offered by a Budapest auction house in 1986 franked with a genuine 1P/18f
overprinted stamp cancelled with a significantly deformed Rumanian bi-lingual rubber stamp. The
date, using the Hungarian convention, was 3 February 1945. The forgery was evident simply judging
by the date because the Rumanian authorities took over in the beginning of April. The oily
impression made by the damaged device actually represented its condition in the June 1945
timeframe. It is obvious that the forgers used this to make the model of the fake canceller. The back
side of the cover also bore a fake, Russian-language censor marking adorned with the Soviet crest. At
the time of the cancellation indicated on the faked impression, this censor marking was not in use. I
discussed this cover in great detail in an article titled Letter Forgery published on page 22 in the April
1987 issue of the Filatéliai Szemle.
Left: A 1P/18f overprinted
stamp with a forged
cancellation imitating the
distorted and damaged
temporary rubber stamp of
the Nagyvárad 3 post
office.
The cancelled
Rumanian stamp on the
right side of the illustration
served as a model for
creating
the
forged
cancelling device.
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Cancellations used in the other post offices of the Nagyvárad Postal Directorate
ÉLESD A
Élesd (Alesd in Rumanian) is situated east
of Nagyvárad. Only the control letter ‘A’ device
was used for cancelling mail from this post
office. The database contains two entires and
two cutouts. The description of the cutouts is as
follows. One bears a 2P/10f + 18f pair of stamps
cancelled 45. III. 26. 10; the other, 1P/5f
cancelled on 45. IV. -7. 12. One cover is
incorrectly franked with a 2P/10f Military
Leaders overprinted stamp cancelled on 45. III.
29. 10. The other is a registered letter without a
registry etiquette. The serial number is indicated
in red and cancelled with the CDS. The postage
paid is correct using 30f + 3P/30 Military
Leaders stamps. The cancellation is clear:
ÉLESD/A 45. III. 29. 10. The arrival CDS is
Detail of the cancelled stamps from the registered
NAGYVÁRAD A 2 A 45. III. 31. 10. The two
letter cancelled at Élesd/A, 29 March 1945.
covers are similar in that they were both posted at
the same time. They were addressed in different handwriting but show the same return address: ‘Áll.
magyar tannynelvű népiskola igazgatósága / Director of the State Hungarian-language Public
School.’ The arrival cancellation on the registered letter is. in all likelyhood, forged. The use of the
Nagyvárad A 2 A device is not known from this period. A close examination of the cancel
contradicts the actual condition of the device that was damaged in 1942. The horizontal line to the
right of the crown is missing in part. The same line is intact on the cancellation from 1945. Also, the
style of the ‘4’ in the date is quite different on the forged cancellation. Until the operation of the
Élesd post office is confirmed by some other means, the validity of these items remains in question.

Left: A genuine Nagyvárad 2 A 2 cancellation from 1944. Note the partially missing line to the right of the
crown. Right: The forged Nagyvárad A 2 A arrival cancel from the Élesd/A cover. Note that the line under the
crown is intact.

ÉRMIHÁLYFALVA

Postal markings on the registered letter from
Érmihályfalva

July - September 2011

Érmihályfalva (Rumanian name: Valea lui
Mihai) did not utilize the stamps from the
Nagyvárad issues. A single, registered letter posted
on 11 April 1945 annotated with a circular
‘Készpénzzel Bérmentesítve / Paid in Cash’ is the
only known posting. The cancel is significantly
smeared but has a handwritten ‘2 P’ annotation for
the postage paid. The front side of the envelope
bears the 6225/A.T. censor marking, the back side
has a transit stamp from Bucharest.
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ÉRSEMJÉN A

I have not encountered a posting from Érsemjén (Rumanian name: Simian) using Nagyvárad
stamps. Most likely, the post office did not receive a shipment. The fact that the post office did
function is supported by the illustrated strip of Famous Women stamps cancelled ÉRSEMJÉN/A 45.
II. 27. 11.
FUGYIVÁSÁRHELY A
Fugyivásárhely (Rumanian name: Osorhei)
post office used only the Nagyvárad 2nd series
stamps. One such known usage is a violet
cancellation FUGYIVÁSÁRHELY/A 445/ III/
21. 10 on a pair of 1P stamps shown on the left.
MARGITTA B
The database does not include any covers
sent from Margitta. The only known example is
a cutout with a 1P/4f overprinted stamp cancelled
MARGITTA/B 45. III. 27. 10.
MEZŐTELEGD
The 18f postal card shown on the
left franked with a 1P/18f overprinted
stamp was sent from Mezőtelegd
(Rumanian name: Tileagd).
It was
cancelled with a home-made device
carved from a piece of wood or cork:
PTT TILEAGD. The date 24.III.45. was
added with a blue, indelible pencil before
forwarding to Budapest. The smeared
marking on the left side of the card (‘K’
and ‘5’ probably indicate that the postal
card was censored.

NAGYBÁNYA

The post office of Nagybánya (Rumanian name: Baiai Mare) probably lost its cancelling
devices during the war. As a result, it had to resort to using a straight-line canceller to process mail.
Until February 1945, the POSTAHIVATAL NAGYBÁNYA cancellation was used. Later, the
NAGYBÁNYA device was used to cancel stamps. Since this post office did not receive any
Nagyvárad stamp issues, regular stamps were used until the supple was exhausted. At that time, a
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new, rectangular cancelling device was prepared to indicate cash payment of postage. This device
included the word NAGYBÁNYA on top, underneath ‘készpénzzel bérmentesítve / paid in cash’ and
dashed lines separating the currency abbreviations ‘p’ and ‘f.’ A red inkpad was used for this purpose
as shown in the illustration below.
Nagyvárad overprinted stamps reached
Nagybánya at the end of February. The earliest
know date for usage is February 28th. After this
date, the post office processed registered letters
as well.

NAGYKÁROLY
The data indicates that Nagykároly (Rumanian name: Carei) did not use the Nagyvárad
stamps. A boxed cancel similar to the Nagybánya ‘paid in cash’ device was utilized in Nagykároly.
One such example is know cancelled NAGYKÁROLY / Készpénzzel Bérmentesítve alongside a
NAGYKÁROLY G 1 G 445. II. 26. 10. CDS.
Regular postage stamps were also
used to pay the postal tariffs. The postal
card shown on the left was franked with
stamps totaling 1P, endorsed with a
Russian-Hungarian-Rumanian language
censor stamp and forwarded via
Cluj/Kolozsvár to Budapest.
The
Rumanian authorities took control of the
Nagykároly post office on 3 April 1945.

NAGYSZALONTA
Nagyszalonta (Rumanian name: Salonta) used the
NAYGSZALONTA/A and NAGYSZALONTA/B CDS to cancel
stamps from both Nagyvárad issues. Postal traffic must have
been light, though, since very few letters or cancelled stamps
exist. The example on the right is a cutout from a printed matter
mailing cancelled NAGYSZALONTA/A 45. III. 13. -9.
SZATMÁRNÉMETI
Only confirmation that I have for Szatmárnémeti (Rumanian name: Satu Mate) is that the No.
2 post office was operational. It utilized the SZATMÁRNÉMETI E 2 E canceller. Again, postal
tariffs had to be paid in cash. This was indicated by a rectangular, boxed ‘SZATMÁRNÉMETI /
készpénzzel bérmentesítve / …. p … f ’ cancel similar to the ones discussed before.
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The postal card shown above was posted on the 23rd of February. The postage paid is
indicated by the handwritten ‘1P’ inserted in front of the printed ‘18’ indicating the price of the postal
card above the printed indicium. In addition, the card was endorsed by stamping the office’s official
cancellation (postal horn + Szatmárnémeti) on the card. The top half of the circular cancel was
masked as the impression was made so as not the show the ‘Magyar Királyi Posta/Hungarian Royal
Post’ text. Also, the postal clerk added his initials to the card. Later, the card was censored as
indicated by the smudged triple-language censor cachet.
The illustrations below are from a forged cover bearing a SZATMÁRNÉMETI A 2 A 45. II. 7. 10. cancellation on the single, genuine 1P/18f overprinted Nagyvárad stamp. The address written
on the cover is Budapest, Hunyadi János út 3 which is on the Buda side. The arrival cancellation is
BUDAPEST 18, 45. II. 12. 15. The forger confirmed his ignorance of history by selecting this
destination and date. After heavy street fighting, the Soviet army captured Buda on 13 February
1945. Following the encirclement of the Hungarian capital on 27 December 1944, the city’s post
offices ceased to function and were in no position to accept incoming mail. Eventually, postal service
resumed only in March on the Pest side.

Above left: 1P/18f overprinted stamps with forged Szatmárnémeti A 2 A cancellation.
Above right: The forged Budapest 18 arrival CDS from the back side of the envelope.

SZÉKELYHÍD C
The post office of Székelyhíd (Rumanian name: Sacueni) used the device with the control
letter ‘C.’ Several mailings are known from the middle to the end of March with stamps from the 2nd
Nagyvárad issue.
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LEGACY OF THE BARANYA-BAJAI SZERB-MAGYAR KÖZTÁRSASÁG /
СРПСКО-МАЂАРСКА РЕПУБЛИКА БАРАЊА-БАЈА /
SERBIAN-HUNGARIAN REPUBLIC OF BARANYA-BAJA
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

In August 1919, Hungary was occupied as far west as Győr by the Rumanian army.
Their withdrawal began gradually starting with the exodus from Budapest on 16 November
1919. By 24 February 1920, the Rumanians began the evacuation of the last areas under their
control east of the Tisza River. The Rumanian army handed back to the Hungarians the cities of
Hódmezövásárhely, Szarvas, Mezötur (2 March 1920), Püspökladány (March 9), Kisvárda,
Hajdúnádas, Hajdúböszörmény and Debrecen (between March 10 - 16). By 30 March 1920, all
troops were withdrawn to Romania. The Treaty of Trianon establishing post-world War I Hungary’s
borders was signed on 4 June 1920. Still, parts of Hungary remained occupied by foreign troops well
beyond this date. In the south, the Serbians were reluctant to leave the parts of Baranya country that
they seized in 1919. In a last attempt to perpetuate their rule in the area (in clear violation of the
peace treaty), they established the short-lived ‘Serbian-Hungarian Republic of Baranya-Baja’ on 14
August 1921 that ceased to exist on 20 August 1921. (This is not a record for brevity. CarpathoUkraine’s one day independece on 15 March 1939 holds that mark.) At this time, the area of southern
Hungary was administrated from Novi Sad. The President of the Executive Committee during this
period was Petar Dobrović (1890–1942), an ethnic Serb. The ‘republic’ did not achieve international
recognition, and the Hungarian authorities established control of the area shortly thereafter.

Wikipedia map of the ‘republic’ (dark shaded area). The white area on top is Hungary; the slightly shaded
area below is the Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes.

During the 20-month long occupation, the Serbian authorities settled in for a lengthy stay.
The Baja municipal revenue stamp issued in 1919 and illustrated below was one item that underscores
this. The stamp was denominated in kruna-ccurency. Another example that I found recently is the
postcard sent from Baja on 22 September 1921 to Pécs. The card was addressed to Gyula Miertl, well
known to philatelists as the person who marketed the Baranya occupation stamps. The sender Jenő
Nádas wrote to him about sending a package as soon as parcel service resumed.

Left: ‘Municipialan Grad
Baja’ municipal revenue
stamp from Baja issued
during the Serbian
occupation.
Right: Bilingual
БАЈА/BAJA cancellation
used during the Serbian
occupation.
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The postcard was cancelled with a
Serbian-Hungarian bilingual canceller, sans
Crown of St. Stephen, manufactured during
the Serbian occupation. The date format of
the cancel used the Hungarian convention of
year-month-day. Obviously, it is not listed
in Volume VII of the Monograph of
Hungarian Stamps. According to Gábor
Visnyovszki, who has seen other examples
of this cancellation, it was in use for ‘quite
some time.’ It would be interesting to find
out if similar bilingual cancellers were
manufactured for other towns in the
occupation zone.


THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
June 19th was the 20th anniversary of the departure of the last Soviet troops from Hungarian
soil. After a brief ceremony on 19 June 1991 on the Hungarian side of the border with the Soviet
Union at Záhony, General Victor Silov’s car drove across the Tisza River bridge towards Csap in the
Soviet Union. After nearly 47 years of occupation, he was the last Red Army soldier to depart from
Hungary. The withdrawal started in March of 1990 when an armored brigade was transported out of
Hajmáskér by rail. A few months later, before the end on 1991, the monolithic Soviet Union broke
apart and ceased to exist. /Csap (Чоп, now in the Ukraine) was the terminus of Soviet railways, a
system that utilized wider gauge rails than the rest of Europe. Záhony and Čierna nad Tisou
(Tiszacsernyő) on the Czechoslovak (now in Slovakia) side were important transfer points of cargo
between the two different rail systems./
Numismatic Hungarica: In 2001, the Republic of Liberia minted a series of $10 silver coins
with enameled images commemorating ‘Moments of Freedom.’ I was astonished to see three
different periods from Hungarian history remembered. One coin reproduced kuruc cavalry from
Rákóczi’s War of Independence (1703); the second coin showed an allegoric figure waving a honvéd
flag from the Hungarian War of Independence (1848); while the third coin showed a flag waving
crowd from the Hungarian Revolution (1956). See the illustrations below.

Bob Morgan pointed out the highest price paid for a modern
Hungarian imperforate stamp issue.
The 1949 Puskhin
commemorative stamp (Scott no. B205) was printed in small sheets
of 10. An imperf small sheet of 10 is listed at HUF 300,000 in my
2003 copy of the Magyar posta- és illetékbélyeg katalógus. In the
15 May 2011 Darabanth sale, a sheet sold for HUF 2,800,000 + 17%
sales commission. That’s roughly US$17,708 and it’s a quantum
leap higher than the catalog valuation.
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Dr. Wolfgang Elsner announced the publication of his book, Die
‘Klassischen Postkriege’ - vor 1948 / The ‘Classical Postal Wars before 1948. The essential parts of the book are written in both German
and English. The book contains 100 pages with 54 of them being in
color. There is a long list of 30 countries that were involved in ‘postal
wars,’ Hungary and Czechoslovakia being two of them in the 1930s.
(See the article The 1934-1939 Hungarian Czechoslovak Postal War by
György Lővei printed in the July-September 2009 issue of The News of
Hungarian Philately.) Dr. Elsner’s book costs 25 euros plus postage.
Interested readers may contact him at elsnerwolfgang@gmail.com for
ordering information.
Otto von Hapsburg passed away
at age 98 on 4 July 2011. At age 4, he
was the Crown Prince at his father’s
Budapest coronation on the
30th of December 1916. His father’s reign as King of Hungary did
not last for even two years before the cataclysmic end to World
War I dethroned the nearly 700-year-old Hapsburg monarchy from
the thrones of Austria and Hungary. Otto became pater familias
upon the death of Károly/Karl in 1922. He lived in exile with his
mother Zita and siblings in Switzerland, Belgium and finally settled
in Germany, where he passed away. He also reinvented himself as
a statesman of Europe, serving for 20 years in European
Parliament. In 1989, he helped to crack the Iron Curtain by
working with reformist Imre Pozsgay of Hungary in organizing the
Pan-European picnic at Fertőrákos. The Austro-Hungarian border
was opened and 700+ East Germans ran into Austria and freedom.
The rest is history. Otto’s final resting place is the Church of the
Capuchin Friars in Vienna, the traditional burial site of the Hapsburgs. I found it interesting that his
casket was draped with a yellow-black banner representing the colors of the House of Hapsburg.
Also in keeping with Hapsburg tradition, his heart received a separate burial in the Benedictine
Abbey of Pannnonhalma in Hungary.

Left: Coronation portrait of King Károly IV, Queen Zita, and Crown Prince Otto. Right: Otto and his siblings.

It is too bad that nobody stepped up to answer Robert Lauer’s questions from page 1 of the
April-June 2011 newsletter. Hopefully, someone will do so by the time the next issue closes. For a
long time, I’ve been trying to encourage members to participate in such important discussions.
Last May, I put a major activity behind me. After twenty years, I retired from refereeing
youth soccer games. While the physical activity was good for me, I no longer enjoyed putting up
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with the vagaries of weather, the rain, the cold, or even the heat. Central Indiana did not need another
old guy running around with kids. Luckily, I quit before someone yelled: get off the field, old man!
But, there are some benefits that come with age. It is now time to celebrate my grandkids
birthdays from May and July. Happy birthdays from editor Grandpa!

Left to right: Zach (3 years old), Lily (5), Brianna (8), and Abby (8).


A HUNGARIAN MONEY ORDER FORM USED IN SLOVAKIA
by Lyman R. Caswell

An unusual item in my collection is a Hungarian money order form used in Slovakia in 1919,
the front and back of which are shown below. I found this usage puzzling until I read the recent
article by Alan Soble 1 in which he discussed the use of Hungarian postal materials in Slovakia in
1919-1920, after Slovakia had been joined with Bohemia, Moravia, and Ruthenia (Carpatho-Ukraine)
to form Czechoslovakia. Soble noted that leftover Austrian and Hungarian postcards remained valid
throughout Czechoslovakia through 1919, and that unaltered Hungarian canceling devices continued
to be used in Slovakia until about the time of the Trianon Treaty, 4 June 1920. It is evident from my
example that other kinds of Hungarian postal paper besides postcards remained in use in Slovakia
during this period.

Front and back side of the Hungarian postal money order form used in Slovakia in 1919.

The money order form is the 5th edition design issued in 1914, Michel A 15 V. The small
print at the bottom right of the back of the card (Figure 2) states that it was printed at the Hungarian
Royal State Printing Works in Budapest in 1917. The fee schedule on the right is one which was in
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effect from 1 October 1916 to 14 June 1918, 15 fillér base fee, plus a 5-fillér increment for each 50
Korona in the money order. On 15 June 1918, the money order base fee was raised to 20 fillér, while
the increments remained unchanged. 2
The unaltered Hungarian postmarks show that the money order was posted on 15 July 1919 in
Pozsony and received on 17 July 1919 in Szomolány. The money order was for 1000 Korona. The
money order fee for 1000 Korona, using the 1918 Hungarian base fee, was 120 fillér. Since
Hungarian stamps were invalid in Czechoslovakia after 28 February 1919, this fee was paid with
Czechoslovakian stamps, two pairs of 25 haler (Scott 16) and a single 20 haler (Scott 4), for the total
of 120 halers. This usage assumes that the fillér and the haler were equivalent in value. Was this
actually the case?
The postage due of 20 fillér, charged with a pair of Hungarian postage due stamps (Scott
J32), presents a puzzle. The 2-fillér fee in the indicium on the front of the card was the correct
Hungarian printed matter rate at the time, so if Hungarian rate schedules were followed, there should
have been no postage due. If a postal clerk at Somolány decided to treat the form as an unfranked
postcard, the postage due would have been 20 fillér, double the Hungarian postcard rate at the time.
Another possibility is a charge to make up for a difference in value between Hungarian and
Czechoslovakian moneys or postal rates. That such a difference existed is suggested by the elevation
of Czechoslovakian postal rates on 15 May 1919 to 5 halers for printed matter and 15 halers for
postcards, 3 while Hungarian rates remained at 2 fillér and 10 fillér until 1 January 1920.
The use of Hungarian postage due stamps is in apparent violation of the ban on the use of
Hungarian stamps in Czechoslovakia after 28 February 1919. The first Czechoslovakian postage due
stamps, however, were issued later in 1919 (I have not been able to find the exact date), and may not
have been available.
Other examples of use of Hungarian postal forms in Slovakia in 1919 must exist.
Examination and comparison of these should lead to a clearer understanding of usages during this
confused period.
The form is addressed to “Löbl Chemische Fabrik.” The receiver’s signature is a purple
handstamp of “Chemische Fabrik Somolány / Graf Josef Pálffy.” Since I am a chemist, I was
naturally eager to find out more about Count Josef Pálffy’s “chemical factory.” From searches on the
web, I learned only that Somolány / Smolenice is the site of castle dating from the 14th century,
which after several destructions and reconstructions, Count Josef Pálffy rebuilt in the early 20th
century to serve as his chateau. The castle is now the home of the Slovak Academy of Science.
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2011 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 8 April 2011
84th Stamp Day / 800th Anniversary of Balatonfüred
Face value: HUF 90, 115. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Souvenir sheet face value: HUF 600. Sheet size: 90 x 60mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. Photographer: József Hajdu. The designs show scenes from the resort
town of Balatonfüred and Balaton lakeshore.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of
500,000 stamps and 80,000 souvenir sheets.
Pro Juventute / Budapest City Park
Face value: HUF160, 160 + 50, 160, 160 +50. Stamp size: 30 x 45mm, sheetlet size: 140 x 70mm.
Designer: Attila Elekes. The stamps depict the various features of City Park: the Budapest Zoo, the
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Amusement Park, Vajdahunyad Castle, and the ice rink.
Technical details: Printed in small sheets of 4 stamps using four-color offset by the Banknote Printers,
Ltd. in an edition of 80,000.

Top: Balatonfüred stamps
and souvenir sheet;
right: Budapest City Park
miniature sheet.

Issue date: 12 April 2011
50th Anniversary of Manned Space Flight
Face value: HUF 600. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm, sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: Péter Berky. The design reproduces contemporary newspaper reports of Yuri Gagarin’s
space flight from 1961.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 100,000
souvenir sheets.
Issue date: 25 April 2011
Hungary’s New Constitution
Face value: HUF 2011. Stamp size: 40 x 31.5mm. Sheet size: 105 x 75mm.
Designer: József Hajdu. Engraver: József Török. The design reproduces the Holy Crown of Hungary
and a column sculpture from the Houses of Parliament depicting King St. Stephen.
Technical details: Printed using offset, UV, embossing and metail foil processes by the State Printing
Office, Ltd. in an edition of 40,000 sheets. An additional 20,000 sheets were produced with a red
serial number and embedded crystals on the design of the Holy Crown. The selling price of the
special issue sheets was HUF 5,000.
Issue date: 26 April 2011
Love and My Theater Personalized Stamps
Face value: Domestic postal rate. Stamp size: 36.3 x 25.2mm. Label size: 18 x 25.2mm.
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Designer: Péter Berky. The designs reproduce similar stamps issued in 2005 and 2006. The
denomination has been replaced by the inscription, BELFÖLD (domestic rate).
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in quantities required by postal
demand in sheets of 20 stamps with 20 attached labels.

Left: New Constitution souvenir sheet. Right: Personalized stamps.

Issue date: 1 May 2011
Beatification of Pope John Paul II

A special commemorative cover was prepared to celebrate the beatification of Pope John
Paul II. The cachet was designed by Barnabás Baticz.

Issue date: 2 May 2011
Domestic Letter Rate Flower Stamp
Face value: HUF 315 (domestic registered letter rate). Stamp size:
26 x 33mm.
Designer: Péter Berky. The stamp shows the Helleborus
purporascens flower native to Hungary.
Technical details: Printed using offset and UV by the State Printing
Office, Ltd. in unlimited quantity.
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Issue date: 6 May 2011
Hungarian Fruits
Face value: HUF 145, 310. Stamp size: 35 x
35mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. The stamps show
Hungarian pears and apples.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using
offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition
of 300,000 stamps.
Hungarian Butterflies and Moths
Face value: HUF 80, 105, 255, 370 (stamps); HUF 600 (souvenir sheet). Stamp size: 40 x 30mm;
souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: Katalin Rácz-Fodor. The designs show various moths and butterflies native to Hungary.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. 500,000 sets of stamps and
100,000 souvenir sheets were issued.

Europa 2011: Forests
Face value: HUF 200 x 4. Stamp size: 40 x 25mm, miniature sheet size: 120 x 70mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. Photographer: Steven Lovy. The designs show two different mountain
scenery covered with forests.
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 150,000 small
sheets of 4.
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Issue date: 18 May 2011
150th Anniversary of the Birth of Painters József
Koszta and József Rippl-Rónai
Face value: HUF 195, 345. Stamp size: 30 x
40mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. Photographers: Zsuzsa
Bokor and Mihály Dömötör. The stamps
reproduce Koszta’s Girl with a Geranium and
Ripple-Rónai’s Woman’s Profile paintings.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using
offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. in an
edition of 300,000 sets.
Treasures from Hungary’s Museums
Face value: HUF 280, 345. Stamp size: 40
x 26.7mm.
Designer: Barnabás Baticz. The designs
show items displayed in the Rákóczi
Museum of Sárospatak and the Chemistry
Museum of Várpalota.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50
using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd.
in an edition of 300,000 sets.
Issue date: 2 June 2011
200th Anniversary of the Panon Philharmonic Orchestra of Pécs
Face value: HUF 330. Stamp size: 31.7 x 45mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The design reproduces the logo of the orchestra and
the portrait of its founder, György Lickl.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 stamps.
Issue date: 21 June 2011
World Premiere Performance of ‘The Bards of Wales’
The Hungarian Post issued a commemorative envelope in honor of the English-language performance
of János Arany’s ballad, the Bards of Wales.
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Issue date: 28 June 2011
Let Us Remember: The Last Foreign Occupation Soldier Left Hungary 20 Years Ago
The Hungarian Post issued a commemorative envelope for the 20th anniversary of the withdrawal of
the Soviet occupation army from Hungary on 19 June 1991.

Issue date: 7 July 2011
Tourism for Health: Medicinal Baths
Face value: HUF 240, 250. Stamp size: 40 x
30mm.
Designer: Imre Benedek. Photographer:
József Hajdu. The designs reproduce
exterior and interior views from the St.
Gellért and St. Lukács thermal baths located
in Budapest.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50
using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd.
in unlimited quantities as required by postal
demand.
Issue Date: 15 June 2011
80th Anniversary of the First Hungarian Transatlantic Flight
The Hungarian Post issued a commemorative envelope honoring the 80th anniversary of the Justice
for Hungary trans-oceanic flight piloted by György Endrész and navigator Sándor Magyar.
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HELP WANTED
I just got a copy of an old auction catalog of PROFILA Aukció 57 2006 Oct. 8, Scouting and
Scout Airmail letters (and some scout postcards). I occasionally get passed along copies of this
auction company in the past, so I am a little familiar with their layout etc. Does any body have prices
realized for this auction: lots 8001 to 8434 plus postcards 24000-24292? Can anyone please help me?
I looked up the company on the web but their auctions don't go back that far if I’m correct. I
presume that the company also splits up the catalogs into separate books, as on that introduction page
it list other Hungarian material that is not in my book. What does ‘Levelezési árverés / Fernauktion’
mean? /Mail Auction. Ed./
Thanks!
T.P. McDermott, member, SHP. email: tpwzrmcd@hotmail.com, ph: 914-948-8484,
25 Hillside Ave., White Plains, NY 10601-1111.

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org

200th Anniversary of the birth of
Ferenc Liszt
Joint HUNGARICA stamp issue with Serbia

